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Abstract: Autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease (ADPKD) is an inherited multisystem

disorder, characterized by renal and extra-renal fluid-filled cyst formation and increased kidney

volume that eventually leads to end-stage renal disease. ADPKD is considered the fourth leading

cause of end-stage renal disease in the United States and globally. Care of patients with ADPKD

was, for a long time, limited to supportive lifestylemeasures, due to the lack of therapeutic strategies

targeting the main pathways involved in the pathophysiology of ADPKD. As the first FDA

approved treatment of ADPKD, Vasopressin (V2) receptor blocking agent, tolvaptan, is an urgently

awaited advance for ADPKD patients. In our review, we also shed some lights on what is beyond

Tolvaptan as there are other medications in the pipeline and many medications have been or are

currently being studied in clinical trials such as Tesevatinib, Metformin and Pravastatin, with the

goal of slowing the rate of progression of ADPKD by reducing the increase in total kidney volume

or maintaining eGFR. Here, we review updates in the perspectives and management of ADPKD.

Keywords: vasopressin receptor antagonist, tolvaptan, metformin, total kidney volume,

chronic kidney disease, hypertension

Overview
Autosomal Dominant Polycystic Kidney Disease (ADPKD) is the most common

monogenic inherited kidney disease. It has an incidence of 1 in 500 to 1 in 1000

individuals.1 It affects over 600,000 individuals in the United States (US) and 12

million people worldwide.2 Approximately 70% of patients with ADPKD pro-

gress to end-stage renal disease (ESRD) at a median age of 58 years,3 making it

the fourth leading cause of end-stage renal disease (ESRD) in the US and

globally.4,5

In the United States, incidence rates of ESRD due to ADPKD are higher in men

than in women (8.2 compared to 6.8 per million, respectively).5 Later onset of

ESRD in ADPKD patients in recent years may be due to reduced cardiovascular

mortality of older patients before reaching ESRD or increased access of older

patients to kidney replacement therapy.5

ADPKD is characterized by the progressive development and growth of numer-

ous bilateral renal cysts, resulting in numerous abnormalities (Table 1), the most

important one being the loss of renal function.6 Despite the continuous destruction

of renal parenchyma, compensatory hyperfiltration in surviving glomeruli maintains

renal function within the normal range for decades.7 Only when the majority of

nephrons have been destroyed does renal function decline, and ESRD eventually

develops, typically after the fourth decade of life.8
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Mutations in the PKD1 and PKD2 genes coding for poly-

cystin-1 (PC1) and polycystin-2 (PC2) are responsible for the

85 and 15% of ADPKD cases, respectively, in which many

pathological pathways are involved (Figure 1).9 Novel genes,

DNAJB11, andGANAB genes have been implicated in cases in

which no mutation could be detected.10

Diagnosis of ADPKD
ADPKD diagnosis is made on the basis of imaging.11

Ultrasonography is the imaging modality of choice for pre-

symptomatic diagnosis, given its availability, safety, and low

cost. Age-dependent ultrasound criteria for both diagnosis and

disease exclusion have been established for patients with a

positive family history.12 For PKD1 and PKD2 individuals,

the presence of three or more renal cysts (unilateral or bilat-

eral) for establishing the diagnosis for at-risk individuals 15–

39 years; four (two or more cysts in each kidney) for indivi-

duals 40–59 years; and eight (four or more cysts in each) for

individuals who are 60 years or older.13 In families of

unknown genotype, Ravine et al established age-dependent

ultrasound diagnostic criteria for PKD1 and PKD2 (Table 2).14

Advances in renal imaging (magnetic resonance ima-

ging MRI and high-resolution ultrasound) might help with

disease exclusion in at-risk individuals.15 A study sug-

gested that MRI showing >10 cysts in patients younger

than 30 years is 100% sensitive and specific for the diag-

nosis of ADPKD.15

Genetic testing is not done as part of standard care and

is helpful to assess potential living related kidney donors

with negative or equivocal scans and detect rare forms of

ADPKD and other cystic diseases.16,17

Table 1 How autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease

affects the kidneys

1. Hypertension

2. Acute and chronic pain

3. Cyst and urinary tract infections

4. Hematuria

5. Kidney stones

6. Urine concentration defects

7. Loss of renal function

Note: Data from these studies.6,65
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Figure 1 Pathophysiology and genetics of autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease showing the multiple abnormal signaling pathways.Abbreviations: cAMP, cyclic

adenosine monophosphate; MEK/MAPK, mitogen-activated protein kinase enzymes; mTOR, mammalian target of rapamycin; PC1, polystin-1 receptor, PC2, polycystin-2

receptor; PKA, protein kinase A, PDE1, phosphodiesterase isoform 1; PDE3, phosphodiesterase isoform 3.
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Progression of ADPKD
Typically, ADPKD progression is monitored through

changes in serum creatinine levels and eGFR (Figure 2);

however, this provides limited information especially early

in disease progression, as serum creatinine levels do not

typically rise and GFR typically remains in the normal

range for 3–5 decades before there is a loss of kidney

function.18 Thus, the use of a surrogate marker for disease

progression is needed.

The gradual expansion of renal cysts in ADPKD can be

measured as increased total kidney volume (TKV).18

Measurement of TKV is a valuable biomarker for treat-

ment effect in clinical trials and more sensitive in disease

progression than glomerular filtration rate (GFR) or serum

creatinine.19

The US Consortium for Radiologic Imaging Studies in

Polycystic Kidney Disease (CRISP) has shown that kidney

enlargement is the first manifestation of the disease.20 The

CRISP study showed that an increase in TKV is not only

correlated to increased kidney cyst volume but also related

to change in GFR.19 Multivariable analysis showed that a

baseline height-adjusted TKV (htTKV) increase of 100 cc/

m significantly predicted stage 3 CKD development within

8 years with a 1.48 odds ratio (95% confidence interval,

1.29–1.70). Baseline htTKV of more than 600 cc/m deter-

mined by MRI, predicted stage 3 CKD development

within 8 years with an area under the curve of 0.84 (95%

confidence interval, 0.79–0.90), qualifying htTKV as a

prognostic biomarker in ADPKD.21

The CRISP study also emphasizes the association

between large kidney volume and kidney complications

and found that higher TKV is associated with several

ADPKD complications, including proteinuria, microalbu-

minuria, hypertension, gross hematuria, and progressive

loss of kidney function.18

Ultrasound measurement of kidney length have been

found to be good predictors of GFR decline in cohorts of

patients in a research setting, however, its utility for

making treatment decisions is limited in clinical practice

due to the inaccuracy of these measurements. Ultrasound

overestimates true kidney size as it increases in advance

stages, it requires appropriate measurement of depth and

width for the assessment of TKV and is operator

dependent.22

Several factors are associated with rapid ADPKD pro-

gression (Table 3).

Table 2 Unified ravine criteria for autosomal dominant polycys-

tic kidney disease

Age Number of cysts

15–39 years At least 3 unilateral or bilateral kidney cysts

40–59 years At least 2 cysts in each kidney

Above 60 years At least 4 cysts in each kidney

Note: Data from Pei et al.14
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Figure 2 Increase in kidney size and decrease in kidney function estimated by eGFR Correlated with age.
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Pharmacologic management of
ADPKD
Many medications have been or are currently being studied in

clinical trials, with the goal of slowing the rate of progression

of ADPKD by reducing the increase in TKV or maintaining

eGFR (Table 4). Tolvaptan, an oral selective antagonist of the

vasopressin V2 receptor, is the only medication for ADPKD

that has demonstrated beneficial disease-modifying properties

in adults.

The somatostatin analogue lanreotide has been recently

studied in a randomized clinical trial that included 309

patients with ADPKD.23 Among patients with later-stage

ADPKD, treatment with lanreotide compared with standard

care did not slow the decline in kidney function over

2.5 years of follow-up.23 Other medications are still in

ongoing clinical trials (Table 4). Strong evidence exists sug-

gesting that early assessment and treatment of patients with

high-riskADPKD improves the outcomes of these patients.24

Tolvaptan (V2R antagonists)
The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved

tolvaptan as the first drug treatment to slow kidney func-

tion decline in adults at risk of rapidly progressing

ADPKD.25 Tolvaptan is a vasopressin-2-receptor (V2R)

antagonist commonly used in the treatment of hyponatre-

mia. This drug has shown to have a high affinity and

strength for the V2 receptor, inhibiting ERK pathway,

cAMP production, Cl– secretion and the in vitro cyst

growth of three-dimensionally cultured ADPKD cells.26

Studies in the last decade have shown that circulating

vasopressin acting on vasopressin V2 receptors in the baso-

lateral cell membranes and/or, less likely, urine vasopressin

acting on V2 receptors in the primary cilia exert a strong

modulatory effect on the development of ADPKD.27

Administration of the V2 receptor agonist increases the

renal levels of cAMP and aggravates the development of

ADPKD rodent models orthologous to autosomal recessive

PKD (ARPKD, PCK rat) and ADPKD caused by PKD1

(Pkd1RC/RC mouse) or PKD2 (Pkd2WS25/− mouse)

mutations.28 Peripheral resistance to the antidiuretic hor-

mone vasopressin has been suggested and high vasopressin

levels were observed in ADPKD patients at baseline and

after hypertonic saline infusion.29 An explanation for such

peripheral resistance to vasopressin is the existence of cys-

tic lesions impairing the establishment of the interstitial

osmotic gradient driving water reabsorption in the distal

nephron.30

Clinical trials have assessed the pharmacokinetics and

safety of the tolvaptan in adult patients with ADPKD.31 A

phase 2, open-label, 3-year trial showed beneficial changes

in TKVand eGFR in 63 patients compared to controls, and

all adverse events were related to water excretion.32

Another following study has shown that short-term treat-

ment with Tolvaptan was associated with a decrease of

eGFR, a reduced clearance in uric acid and a 3.1% reduc-

tion in kidney volume as assessed by MRI.33

Tolvaptan Phase 3 Efficacy and Safety Study in

ADPKD (TEMPO 3:4), which included 1445 adult

patients with preserved renal excretory function (eGFR

>60 mL/min) and enlarged kidneys (TKV >750 mL, as

measured by MRI) evaluated the effect of tolvaptan treat-

ment on the change in TKV and eGFR in comparison to

placebo.34 It demonstrated that tolvaptan delayed the rate

of TKV growth by 45% (from 5.5% to 2.8% per year),

while the rate of eGFR loss on treatment was reduced by

26% (from 3.70 to 2.72 mL/min per 1.73 m2/year) during

3 years of follow-up,35 and a 36% lower risk of kidney

pain.36

In the cross-sectional analysis of baseline data of the

TEMPO 3:4 trial where a history of kidney pain was

observed in 50.9% of participants, tolvaptan decreased

the incidence of kidney pain events independent of patient

characteristics possibly due to reductions in ADPKD-

related complications.36 Another study has investigated

the baseline urine osmolality (Uosm) as a marker for

severity of ADPKD has shown that Tolvaptan reduced

Uosm by 200–300 mOsm kg−1 over 36 months and the

Uosm response to Tolvaptan depended on baseline eGFR

and Uosm.37

In the TEMPO 4:4 Study, which is an open label exten-

sion study, all patients from the TEMPO 3:4 Study were

treated with tolvaptan for additional 2 years.38 The results

Table 3 Risk factors for rapid autosomal dominant polycystic

kidney disease progression

1. PKD1 mutations (Truncating mutations has the worst outlook)

2. Age

3. Male gender

4. Early decrease in GFR

5. Early onset of hypertension

6. High total kidney volume (Mayo Classification 1C-1E)

7. Early onset or repeated episodes of gross hematuria

8. Women with hypertension, three or more pregnancies

9. Proteinuria, microalbuminuria and elevated serum copeptin levels

10. Overweight/Obesity

Note: Data from these studies.43,78
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support a sustained disease-modifying effect of tolvaptan on

eGFR compared with the placebo group and the safety profile

was similar to that observed in TEMPO 3:4.38

The results of the REPRISE (Replicating Evidence of

Preserved Renal Function: an Investigation of Tolvaptan

Safety and Efficacy in ADPKD) trial, which was a 12-

month randomized with an 8-week pre-randomization

phase, multicenter, placebo-controlled, double-blind trial,

confirm the beneficial effect of tolvaptan on disease pro-

gression in ADPKD.39,40 Tolvaptan led to a slower rate of

decline in kidney function than placebo over a period of up

to 12 months in patients with chronic kidney disease of

stage 2 to stage 4 (eGFR of the participants, 25–65 mL/

minute per 1.73 m2).41 The mean decline in eGFR from

baseline to 12 months was 35%.42 In both the REPRISE

and TEMPO 3:4 trials, the greatest beneficial effect of

tolvaptan on eGFR decline was seen in patients with a

baseline eGFR >45 mL/min/1.73 m2 (CKD Stage 3a).43

The FDA-approved indication for tolvaptan in ADPKD

is to slow the decline of kidney function in adults with

rapidly progressive ADPKD.44 The predictive value of

htTKV was confirmed by the ADPKD Outcomes

Consortium and led to qualification of htTKV along with

age and eGFR as prognostic markers for rapid progression

of the disease.45 Physicians prescribing tolvaptan should

consider these parameters to identify individuals at the

highest risk of rapid progression.

Imaging is important in the classification setting, as

well as to rule out other contributing factors including

genetic mutations other than PSC1 and PSC 2 genes

mutations.44 The Mayo imaging classification uses

htTKV and age to identify the highest risk patients for

progression independent of renal function using CT scan

(including contrast enhancement in patients with

eGFR>60 mL/min per 1.73 m2) or MRI scan without

contrast (in patients with reduced eGFR).46,47 About 95%

of ADPKD patients have typical diffuse cystic disease

(class 1) and is stratified into five classes (A, B, C, D, E)

based on the growth rates (<1.5%, 1.5–3%, 3–4.5%, 4.5–

6%, or >6% per year respectively).48 Patients class 1C, 1D

or 1E are the most likely to benefit from treatment, and the

benefit is predicted to be greater for young patients.39

Another classification that determines the rapid progres-

sion of ADPKD is the European Renal Association-

European Dialysis and Transplant Association algorithm

which puts emphasis first on eGFR indexed for age.49 This

algorithm can distinguish rapidly from slowly progressive

disease in the majority of patients with ADPKD, although

it has some limitations in patients aged 18–30 years.44 The

PROPKD score uses genetics, urological complications,

hypertension, and sex to create a model predicting disease

progression.50 While it seems to be useful with patients

aged >35 years, its value is limited in patients aged

<35 years without complications or in patients with miss-

ing clinical information, and genetic information alone

could be used for prognosis for these patients.51

Tolvaptan blocking of V2 receptors stimulates aquar-

esis, increases afferent arterioles vasoconstriction, and

lowers eGFR.52 Thus, subjects taking tolvaptan develop

more frequent adverse events related to water excretion:

polyuria, thirst, nocturia; and fewer adverse events related

to ADPKD: pain, hematuria, UTI.31,35,39 Slight initial

reduction in eGFR by 5–10% is expected with tolvaptan

prompting adequate hydration, and 20% reduction in

eGFR is an indication for the medication withhold.44

Patients treated with tolvaptan also showed an increase

in serum sodium and uric acid levels, and in the frequency

of gout.35 Further analysis revealed that tolvaptan

decreased albuminuria compared with placebo, indepen-

dent of blood pressure.53

Tolvaptan led to increased liver enzyme levels due to

hepatocellular injury, although abnormalities resolved after

the discontinuation of the drug.54 Because of the potential

hepatocellular toxicity, a risk evaluation including liver

function testing before initiation and at specific intervals

(after 2 and 4 weeks, then monthly for 18 months, and

every 3 months thereafter), is required for tolvaptan treat-

ment in all patients with ADPKD.44 Tolvaptan was

approved by the FDAwith a boxed warning that mandates

frequent monitoring of liver function tests after treatment

initiation as part of the risk evaluation and mitigation

strategy (REMS).44 Tolvaptan must be discontinued in

patients with ALT or AST enzymes are elevated >3 times

upper normal limit unless explained by other eitiologies.44

Monitoring the efficacy of Tolvaptan treatment can be

achieved by obtaining CT or MRI to measure TKV growth

rate every 3–5 years.44 Concomitant use of other drugs

with tolvaptan such as CYP3A inhibitors and diuretics is

not recommended, although some studies suggest that a

thiazide may increase the tolerability to tolvaptan by redu-

cing the polyuria.55,56

The initiation of tolvaptan treatment include strict

blood pressure control, increase water consumption to

reach urine osmolarity below 280 mOsm/Kg, and restrict

sodium intake to 2.3–3 g/day.13,57 Maintaining adequate
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hydration is necessary to prevent vasopressin elevation

and V1 receptors activation.44

Supportive management of ADPKD
Supportive measures, which were the only therapeutic

options available until recently, aim to alleviate eGFR

loss and reduce morbidity and mortality associated with

ADPKD disease manifestations.8,58

Hypertension
Hypertension is the most common early manifestation of

ADPKD.50 It occurs in 50–70% of cases prior to any sig-

nificant decline in kidney function, with an average age of

onset of 30 years.5 Hypertensive patients with ADPKD show

defects in primary cilium causing endothelial dysfunction

and the increased activation of the renin-angiotensin-aldos-

terone system (RAAS) compared to patients with essential

hypertension of the same age, renal function, and level of

blood pressure.59,60 Some studies have reported activation of

the sympathetic nervous system as a mechanism responsible

for the development of elevated BP in ADPKD.61 In fact,

renal volume clearly correlates with BPwhen hypertension is

already diagnosed: hypertensive ADPKD patients have con-

stantly shown larger kidney volumes than those with

normotension.62

HALT-PKD trial stressed the importance of very good

control of blood pressure.63 In the HALT-PKD study, a

combination of an angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE)

inhibitor and an angiotensin II receptor blocker (ARB)

were used on 1000 ADPKD patients for 5.5 years. The

group of patients with low target blood pressure (95/60–

110/75 mmHg) showed a delayed increase in TKV,

decrease in left ventricular hypertrophy and proteinuria.64

HALT-PKD results revealed that rigorous blood-pressure

control diminished the annual rate of increase in TKV by

14.2% and was associated with decreased urinary albumin

excretion.63 Additionally, it noted that dual renin-angio-

tensin-aldosterone system blockade was safe in patients

with ADPKD with an eGFR of 30 mL/min/1·73 m2 or

higher.65 However, there were no differences in renal

function (eGFR) between groups.64

Cardiovascular abnormalities in ADPKD are evident

from a young age onwards.66 Patients with ADPKD may

develop signs or symptoms of hypertension during child-

hood. In a retrospective multicenter study conducted on

310 children with ADPKD to collect ambulatory BP mon-

itoring recordings, results revealed that the prevalence of

children with hypertension was 35%, 52% of children

lacked a physiologic nocturnal BP dipping, and 18% had

isolated nocturnal hypertension.67 It is recommended to

have children with a family history of ADPKD screened

for hypertension from the age of 5 years onward, with an

interval of 3 years in cases in which no hypertension is

found. Diagnosis and treatment of hypertension in the

pediatric population should follow prevailing pediatric

guidelines, with the exception that RAAS blockade is

preferred as the first line treatment.68

Systolic Blood Pressure Intervention Trial (SPRINT)

compared the outcome of intensive antihypertensive treat-

ment (SBP target of <120) versus Standard antihyperten-

sive treatment (SBP target of <140) in 9361 hypertensive

adults ≥50 years of age with average SBP of 130–180 mm

Hg.69 The trial concluded a reduced outcome of cardio-

vascular events (myocardial infarction, non–myocardial

infarction acute coronary syndrome, stroke, acute decom-

pensated heart failure, and CVD death) by 25% in the

intensive treatment group compared with the standard

treatment group.69 It is important to mention that hyper-

tensive patients with ADPKD were excluded from

SPRINT because of other ongoing National Institutes of

Health–funded trials.69

The initial antihypertensive agent should be an ACE

inhibitor in hypertensive ADPKD patients with careful

monitoring of renal function and serum potassium levels,

and an ARB is considered when there is intolerance to

ACE inhibitors.59 The use of ACE inhibitors or ARBs is

also indicated in normotensive ADPKD patients with left

ventricular hypertrophy (LVH), albuminuria, or masked

hypertension.59

Hydration
Maintaining hydration plays a particular role in ADPKD.70

Vasopressin is a key factor in cyst growth and its secretion

is primarily regulated by serum osmolality, and lowering

vasopressin concentration by increasing water intake is an

interesting treatment option.70 ADPKD patients are

encouraged to increase daily spread-out water intake to

maintain average urine osmolarity ≤280 mOsm/Kg.13,58

Measurement of first morning urine osmolality can be a

good indicator of adequate vasopressin suppression.13

PREVENT-ADPKD is an ongoing 3-year controlled clin-

ical trial aiming to study the potential effect of increased

water intake on decreasing vasopressin levels.71
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Drinking up to 3000 mL of water per day, spread

throughout waking hours and before bed time, is recom-

mended to prevent urine supersaturation for lithogenic

salts and to reduce stone formation. However, long term

renal consequences of prolonged water diuresis need

further analysis.30

Dietary sodium
High dietary sodium is known to increase arterial blood pres-

sure, urine albumin excretion, and cardiovascular mortality in

the general population.66 The importance of dietary sodium

restriction in ADPKD has received attention since persistent

high sodium level stimulates vasopressin secretion, promotes

plasma levels of endogenous cardiotonic steroids and pro-

motes fluid retention and arterial hypertension.63,72 Available

study review on 1787 patients supports an association between

high sodium intake (>4.6 g/day) and eGFR decline.73 Another

randomized clinical trial on 500 patients with CKD receiving

RAAS-inhibiting treatment showed that higher dietary sodium

was associated with increased risk of progression to ESRD.74

In the HALT PKD study analysis, study A and B showed that

dietary sodium was associated with notable rates of TKV

increase and eGFR decline, respectively.72 Therefore, moder-

ate dietary sodium restriction (2.3–3 g/day) for patients with

ADPKD is generally recommended.13

Dyslipidemia
Although this analysis of the HALT PKD trials does not

demonstrate a benefit of statin therapy,75 a small trial in

children and adolescents with pravastatin administration

for 3 years was associated with reduced renal cyst growth.-
76 Another retrospective study on 14,497 CKD patients,

where 858 statin users were paired with non-users, sug-

gested the beneficial effects of statins on renal progression

and all-cause mortality only for the patients with early

stage CKD.77 KDIGO guidelines recommend the use of

statins in all patients with chronic kidney disease who are

older than 50 years and not receiving dialysis, regardless

of serum cholesterol levels, for the prevention of cardio-

vascular disease.42 Therefore, it is recommended that a

serum LDL cholesterol level ≤100 mg/dl in all ADPKD

patients.13 On the other hand, concomitant use of tolvaptan

could raise the levels of OATP1B1/3 and OAT3 transporter

substrates including statins, potentiating the statins effect,

which necessitates a closer monitor to optimize the

management.44

Kidney stones
The prevalence of kidney stones is 2 times higher in

patients with ADPKD than that of the general population

and 10–35% of patients with ADPKD are reported to have

nephrolithiasis.43 It can be explained by increased intra-

renal anatomic obstruction, as well as lower levels of such

urinary inhibitors of stones as magnesium and citrate.78

Half of the ADPKD patients with kidney stones have

symptoms, that include pain, obstruction, hematuria and

urinary tract infection exacerbation.79,80 CT scan is the

imaging modality of choice for evaluation of kidney stones

in ADPKD patients.79 Management requires team

approach and includes correction of electrolytes imbal-

ance, treating the urinary tract infection, urgent de-obstruc-

tion and careful selection of the endourological

procedure.79

Other general measures
A daily protein intake of 0.8–1.0 g/kg of body weight is

recommended in ADPKD.13 In the CRISP study analysis,

some data suggested that protein intake is associated with

TKV increase and GFR decline during a period of 6 years.77

However, more data are needed in this regard. Additionally,

patients with ADPKD are advised to avoid smoking, limit

dietary phosphate intake, avoidance of weight gain, and

increase physical activity.8

Cyst infection
Cyst infection is a challenging complication of ADPKD.

A single center study involving 389 identified patients

with ADPKD was conducted during an 11-yr period,

and the results showed that cyst infections were rela-

tively infrequent with an incidence estimated at 0.01

episode per patient per year, and that cyst infections

accounted for only approximately 10% of causes that

led to hospitalization of patients with ADPKD.81

Fluoroquinolones and third-generation cephalosporins

remain the standard treatment for cyst infections in

patients with ADPKD and were used in 95% of the

patients included in this study. Data suggest that fluor-

oquinolones may be superior to β-lactamine and biother-

apy superior to monotherapy in treating cyst infections

in patients with ADPKD. In larger infected cysts (>5 cm

diameter), including hepatic cysts, data suggests that

drainage and antibiotics are more efficacious than anti-

biotics alone.81,82
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Cerebral aneurysm
Intracranial aneurysms (ICAs) are important extra-renal

manifestations of ADPKD and are usually asymptomatic.

They have been detected in approximately 20% and 6% of

ADPKD patients with and without a family history

respectively.83 The risk of rupture of an aneurysm in patients

with ADPKD is equivalent to the general population and it

has shown to cluster in families with significant interfamilial

heterogeneity.84 The results of many studies recommend

MRA-based screening all patients with ADPKD over the

age of 30 for ICAs who have a family history of ICA with

or without rupture.85 In ADPKD patients without family

history, screening is recommended in patients with neurolo-

gical symptoms, high-risk occupation, anxiety, any history of

ruptured aneurysm, and patients preparing for surgery or

receiving long-term anticoagulation therapy.85

Kidney transplant
Kidney transplantation is the preferred type of renal replace-

ment therapy for patients with ADPKD and ESRD, and the

rates of patient and graft survival following kidney transplan-

tation are excellent.86 Native nephrectomy prior to transplan-

tation is indicated only in patients with symptomatic

recurrent bleeding, infection, stones, severe pain, or massive

kidney size preventing allograft placement.87 ADPKD

patients with liver involvement require pretransplant imaging

using CTor MRI and measurement of baseline serum CA19-

9 levels.87 Combined liver–kidney transplantation should be

considered in cases of symptomatic hepatomegaly or recur-

rent cholangitis if the glomerular filtration rate is ≤30 mL/

min/1.73 m2.88 Pre-transplant MRI screening of intracranial

aneurysms in patients with ADPKD should follow general

recommendations to identify high risk patients, and control

of hypertension and hyperlipidaemia is strongly

recommended.89 Following transplantation, the volume of

native ADPKD kidneys usually decreases markedly while

liver cysts continue to grow, and somatostatin analogue ther-

apy should be considered in patients with massive sympto-

matic liver disease.87
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